MAKING THE DIFFERENCE
TO YOUR VISITOR EXPERIENCE

ProDAP Product Range
Professional Audiovisual Equipment for installation in a range of retail and cultural situations.
Comprising automation and show controllers, video players, audio players, lighting control,
multiscreen and multitrack playback, the ProDAP range provides a complete solution for museums,
exhibitions and much more.

Pilote

MicroDAP

Solid State Show Controller
with Integrated Audio Player

The small size audio player for
EXTREME applications

The Pilote is our Show Controller. An embedded system
comprising control of devices via Ethernet, RS232, IR,
DMX, and direct contacts with an integrated stereo
audio player, it offers stability and incredible ease of
programming. The project creation software, Looping
is available free of charge from our website.

The MicroDAP is our flash audio player. It contains
512MB memory, with the memory chip soldered onto
the circuit board for ultimate reliability. Triggering is by
direct contacts or IR. One big advantage is the 220V
AC power input in - no external PSU is necessary.

SpotDAP

Video Players

Directional Audio Sound System

Professional hardware video players

The SpotDAP is our directional loudspeaker, capable
of focussing sound like a spotlight does with light in
a theatre. The sound that is heard has no reverb, so
gives the impression of coming directly from 5cm from
the ear which is a great way of attracting attention.
Ideal for digital signage

Our Video players cover a wide range of desired
functionality, from simple “turn it on and it loops” to
fully synchronisable multi-screen HD playback and
touch screen control we have something to fit any
situation.
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MultiDAP-IP

MiniAMP

Digital Audio Amplifier
for Local or Distributed Diffusion

Ethernet-enabled Multi-channel
Audio Player

The MiniAMP is our intelligent digital audio amplifier.
The entire signal path is digital giving excellent audio
quality, and a surprising level of power for its size 2x30W. 3-band EQ allows on-site optimisation of audio
tone, and contact closures allow for remote volume
control.

MultiDAP-IP is our new multi-channel audio player. It
can play audio at better than CD quality, and can
have up to 8 stereo channels per 1U of rack space.
An unlimited number of players can be perfectly
synchronised together. Control is via
GPIO, RS232, or Ethernet.

More detailed information about all of our products and our PortaDAP audioguide range is
available from our website at www.rsf-int.com along with downloadable brochures, relevant
software, and technical specifications.
For any further questions we are only a friendly email or phone call away.
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